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PLAY THE T OP- S C OR I N G WO R D S A N D D E F E AT THE
C O MP ETIT ION W IT H T H I S UP D AT E D G UI D E !
Increase your word power and improve your chances to win at SCRABBLETM and other language-based games.
Simply refer to this huge, comprehensive book that’s now updated with all the legitimate SCRABBLE words as
approved by the Official SCRABBLE® Players Dictionary, Fourth Edition.

Don’t play a word
game without referring
to this indispensable
book first.
HASBRO and its logo and SCRABBLE, the
distinctive game board and letter tiles, and all
associated logos are trademarks of Hasbro in
the United States and Canada and are used
with permission. © 2007 Hasbro.
All Rights Reserved.

— JOE ED LEY , Three-time National
SCRABBLE Champion

“The best book in the business, far better than
any other book around.”
— JOHN WILLIAMS , Executive Director,
National SCRABBLE Association

ISBN-13: 978-1-4027-5086-1
ISBN-10: 1-4027-5086-2

WORDBOOK

Study these word lists to build your vocabulary, especially of words containing hard-to-use letters like J, Q, X, and
Z; to understand different letter combinations that frequently occur; and to get more “hooks,” those letters that
can extend words already on the
board for extra points. Review the
“Cheat Sheet” to find two- and
“This is a terrific book for SCRABBLE players.”
three-letter words and their hooks,
—WILL SHOR TZ, Crossword Editor,
as well as many more special
The New York Times; Puzzlemaster, NPR
words and letter combinations.
This “Cheat Sheet” has improved
“When I open the book and begin riffling the
the playing strength of expert
tournament-level players more
pages, I feel a pulse. It feels as if I have found
than any other page of words.
the secret to SCRABBLE success. . . .
Load up on vowel-heavy words,
His lists were a revelation.”
including ones with multiple I’s
—From Word Freak by STEFAN FATSIS
and U’s. Find out which short
words don't take S endings and
“The Elixir of SCRABBLE . . . the Path to
which finish in a surprise S. Then
get the best of the bingos, as well
SCRABBLE Magic . . . 100,000 Ways to Reach
as alphagrams.
the Hidden Heights of SCRABBLE Bliss.”

